Cross Reference
Chart
Imported device and others

Manufacturer’s
guaranty

Complete 2 years coverage
offered by ECO-DETOX

Usually no guaranty or 1 year guaranty
offered by an independent reseller

User’s manual

Comprehensive informative booklet
with technical instructions (English and French)

Booklet generally only in English
and does not cover everything

Control interface

Big 5" X 8" touch screen

Push buttons, no interface and, sometimes,
a small or medium size screen

Commands

In English and French on the control screen

In English only

Exterior casing

Single moulding made of polycarbonate,
which is light, hygienic and shatter-proof

Many pieces made of conventional PVC
or environmentally damaging heavy metals

Internal processor
Power supply

Professional master program,
flexible and rigorous concerning
many control parameters
Powerful external power supply
(24 volts converter) that is safe and conforms
to FCC, ULC and CE standards

Master program usually Chinese and
limited as to its capacities to run the session
In the casing (less safe) and usually
does not conform to electrical
construction standards
Usually, the program does not adjust
to the acidity level of the user
or the voltage does not adjust automatically

Program

Flexible with three variables and has safe,
auto-adjusted and intelligent operational limits

Flexibility

Device with two identical sides
that can be activated simultaneously or not

Simple or double device

Design

Superior quality electronic pieces
and state of the art manufacturing

Pieces of uncertain quality (cheap)
and mechanical technology (old)

Assembling

Executed by a knowledgeable
and competent specialist in electronics

Executed by inexperienced
employees (frequent mistakes)

Ventilation

No fan since the internal electronic
pieces produce very few to no heat

Usually comes with a noisy fan in order
to avoid a overheating of the power transistor
or the internal power regulator

Safety

Power hit fuse (on each side)

Power hit fuse

Heating belt

Included

Some devices are equipped with it,
others are not

